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INTRODUCTION

fedora giordano and enrico comba
University of Torino

Indian Stories, Indian Histories is an oﬀspring of the American Indian Workshop, the
interdisciplinary association of European and American scholars brought together by the
belief in the importance of the cross-fertilization of anthropology, history and literature
for a correct approach to the ﬁeld of Native American Studies. Gathered for the ﬁrst time
by Christian F. Feest during the 1980 Convention of the European Association for American Studies in Amsterdam and represented by the European Review of Native American
Studies, a result of Feest’s and Sylvia Kaspricky’s enthusiasm, the association has greatly
contributed to foregrounding Native American studies in European Universities.
We had the pleasure to organize the 24th Meeting at the University of Torino in
May 2003, and – as those who had experiences with editing the Proceedings of international conventions will understand – we are pleased to be able to publish this volume
one year after the Convention.
As things go, not all of the ﬁfty papers originally presented at the Convention are
published here, and again, as things go, it is not the editors’ fault. About half of the
speakers were happy with presenting research just, or in the process of being, published
elsewhere; on the other hand, due to international trouble, some people who had agreed
to come, later found travelling problematic for various reasons.
We were glad that Herman Bender, Marla Powers, William K. Powers, and Alfred
Young Man sent us their contributions for publication. We do however regret not being
able to include the presentations by our cherished guest speakers, Native writer Linda
Hogan and Italian novelist Ernesto Ferrero, author of the well-known Cervo Bianco.

In choosing Indian Stories, Indian Histories as the Convention theme, we invited
contributions on oral history, storytelling, literature, stories told through visual arts,
artefacts, songs, ceremonies and visions.
What we had in mind was a contribution to the interdisciplinary debate in history,
literature, anthropology and ethnohistory for the re-deﬁnition of what is to be considered
true history and stories, the shifting of focus from Our side to Their side of the story,
the recognition that real history is not made only of data and documents, but also of
1
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traditional stories and personal memories, as traditional storytellers and Native authors
have shown. In Native American literature oral history and storytelling have become a
prominent feature, while the continuous ﬂow of creativity of Indian writers ﬁnds new
ways of crossing aesthetic and historical borders, and shows how the Native American
historical imagination has always used stories, rituals, art and material culture, the history of a certain landscape, to keep the past alive and create communal feelings. New
histories have been found in visual arts and artefacts, ﬁelds previously disregarded by the
Euroamerican point of view, and today they play an important role in the discourse of
visual arts, linking tradition and modernity, in the process of redeﬁning cultural identity
and retelling Native history.
In the substantial revision of the concepts of history and of story, they have been
shown as necessarily interrelated. At the same time other concepts are changing: what
Euroamericans call myths, for instance, may be seen as historical narratives of places and
ideas. Thus, the distinction between traditional and modern societies, the former deﬁned
as transmitting the past through oral history and myth alone and the latter through writing is no longer useful, since traditional stories and documentary history overlap today
in the perception of contemporary Native American societies as well as in the work of
writers and artists.
Indeed, such is the centrality of the ongoing redeﬁnition of history that tracing the
debate on Indian Stories, Indian Histories would mean surveying the whole corpus of Native
American art and literature and the work done in anthropology, ethnohistory, literature,
the visual arts, ethnomusicology both by Native and non Native scholars of the past ﬁfty
years at least. This discussion looms all through the Convention papers, even if not always
openly addressed.
What has been achieved in the discussion is the foregrounding of the Native American
point of view and of the Native voice, as most papers deal with the many ways in which
traditional, modern and postmodern Native cultures have storied life and universe. Fewer
papers have tackled the discussion of history per se, while some have discussed – as is the
American Indian Workshop tradition – current issues in Native Studies.
In answering the call for papers, John Purdy oﬀered to organize a session to honour
Louis Owens, whom many of us had personally met both in the U.S. and in Europe (he
had been a Fulbright lecturer in Italy in 1980-81), and whose recent untimely death had
grieved all his readers. We welcomed this proposal and therefore a number of papers in this
volume are speciﬁcally devoted to Louis Owens storyteller, as the panel was named.
We have arranged the papers following the transition and dialogue of stories and
histories from ancient times to modernity, beginning with a very ancient form of oral
history, stories told through stones that speak of cosmic beings, continuing with stories
of the relationship of sky and earth beings, ceremony and trickster stories.
2
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Herman Bender in his paper suggests a series of links between landscape, the Kolterman petroform eﬃgy of Southeastern Wisconsin, the history and migration of native
populations and the stories of their lore. Bender supposes that it could be a representation
of haztova hotoxceo, a thunderer, or “two-faced star people” of the Cheyenne, related to
certain constellations. Indeed, these images made of rocks may be stories writ on the
ground in stone by the ancestors of present day Cheyenne during their migration towards
the Great Plains.
Enrico Comba has tackled the widespread story of the Girl Who Climbed to the
Sky, showing that, far from being a just-so story, it is considered as sacred by many Plains
cultures, it is associated with important religious rituals and is part of a secret knowledge,
linked with the origin of the world and of humankind.
The O-kee-pa ceremony of the Mandan was their most important ritual and was a
dramatization of the creation story of the earth and its people. Colin Taylor’s paper – partially based on an 1830 manuscript by George Catlin – endeavours to include the Mandan
O-kee-pa into the general structure of Plains Indian ceremonial of the XIXth century.
Trickster the buﬀoon and the transformer is seen today as the topos of mediation
between oral tradition and contemporary Native culture. Traditional Trickster stories are
discussed by Arnold Krupat who oﬀers new understanding of the complexities of trickster
tales studying both recent scholarship and new comments by traditional oral narrators.
The double nature of trickster, which has troubled many anthropologists, is thus given
new light through its unique didactic function in traditional storytelling.
Contemporary Native writers and artists ﬁnd in this mythical being of the Origins
the model for ironic reversal in a postmodern discourse. John Purdy’s “Hard Laughter:
Humor and Survivance in Louis Owen’s Novels,” starts from personal conversations with
the author to re-examine the trickster aspect of Owens’ storytelling. Focussing on the
main characters of his last novel, Dark River, Purdy shows how Owens carried on his aim
to disrupt stereotypes in comic and violent ways, complicating with humor and irony the
notion of the “Indian” as victim and balancing the tragic ending with insider jokes.
In “Opening Louis Owens’ Fiction” Chris Lalonde concentrates on Owen’s ﬁrst storied work of ﬁction “Nalusachito,” showing that it is an opening for themes and concerns
central to later novels and essays. Most prominent are Nalusachito, the various meanings
of kerf (cutting, the historical cut that severed Choctaw from place and people, the need
to cut inside the cutting), name play as a critique of Modernism indians, the frontier as
contact zone, the role of oral tradition and of writing the stories to know oneself, place
and others.
Paul B. Taylor’s essay investigates roots and meanings of both Euro-American and
Native personal and place names in the ﬁction of Louis Owens. In his analysis he shows
how the writer used names as symbols and stories, especially in Dark River and The
Sharpest Sight.
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Elvira Pulitano in “Crossreading Texts, Crossreading Identit(ies)” explores Louis
Owens’ essays as an experiment in critical theory which appropriates subversive mimicry and diaspora and tackles postcolonial theory towards a new reading of the Native
American experience. Owens’ strong reliance on the power of language and stories to
alter the world allows him to enter the dominant Eurocentric aesthetic discourse with
trickster subversion, using a mixed-genre, hybrid discourse which is also a celebration
of mixed heritage.
David Stirrup in “Artefact and Authenticity: Narrative Strategy in Contemporary
Native American Fiction” discusses the notion of story as artefact. This notion is complicated by Susan Power in The Grass Dancer and Gordon Henry Jr. in The Light People by
the function of white anthropologists, whose presence works in the text both as ironic
reversal of narrative control and as reference point for themes of conﬂict, survival, celebration and mourning, foregrounding the role of story in negotiating self and community.
Trickster also opens the dialogue between Native visual arts, artefacts and Native
history, as some papers enquire into oral history and historical events, religion and modernity and give voice to Euro-American and Native American frontier dialogues on nature
and culture. Native American re-readings of historical events come to the foreground
as “Trickster Shift” in Tiina Wikström’s paper, which elaborates on Allan Ryan’s study,
analyzing the work of visual artists Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, Gerald McMaster and
Jane Ash Poitras together with that of Highway and King. As trickster artists they work
with humor, wit and compassion using stereotype reversals, re-readings of historical
events and of contemporary issues to establish “new kinds of relationships of power and
authority that question established order and engage the viewers in a creative, interactive
manner.”
A very interesting instance of contemporary Native American reading of history in
visual arts is oﬀered by Alfred Young Man. “Lost Homelands” surveys land issues in First
Nations history and foregrounds the work of the same name in photographs and mixed
media by Cree artist Edward Poitras.
The essay by Marina Gradoli, “Telling History,” centers on the innovative ways in
which D’Arcy McNickle and N. Scott Momaday tried to recover Native history in their
narrative work.
Raeschelle Potter-Deimel brings us to observe the Texas Lumbee and their relationship with the past. The hope, anger, fear and death, lying dormant in written historical
facts, take on new meaning as these events are brought to life today in the oral history
of this “Tribe of Tribes.” As diverse as the Lumbee themselves so are their religious and
economic ideals and practices. Separate entity or group involvement in performance,
with speciﬁc patterns found in rhythms and steps, display diﬀerences within a strong
union of the tribe.
4
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Bernadette Rigal-Cellard’s “The Virgin is an Amerindian” surveys the literature on
Kateri Tekakwitha, the most relevant icon of Christianity in Native North America, trying to understand the reasons for her controversial recognition by the Holy See, which
still delays her canonization into sainthood.
Riku Hämäläinen’s paper opens the section on Current Research. He concentrates
on ceremonial art and on how, among the Plains Indians, visions have functioned as
links between this world and the supernatural world. Visionary art, reﬂecting individual
vision, is a concrete physical representation of the personal experience with the supernatural world, and, to be fully understood, should be viewed in the context of the whole
religious ﬁeld.
William K. Powers’ paper continues the discourse on American art, concentrating
on representations of objects that have become distorted, exaggerated, more than real,
less than real, marking a transition from traditional reality to contemporary hyperreality.
Drawing on the works of Umberto Eco and Claude Lévi-Strauss, he discusses the relationship between artistic production and reproduction, monumentalism and diminution of
traditional objects, and how and why the concept of hyperreality manifests itself in the
skewed relationship between art and myth.
Sandra Busatta discusses contemporary market issues for Navajo weavers, showing how,
from the 1860s, dealers have discouraged weaving innovations not conforming to the primitivist ideal of “genuine” native art and prevented any change of their traditional loom.
Over the past two decades, the dream catcher has become a ubiquitous symbol of
Native American art. Marla Powers’s article addresses the secular origin of the dream
catcher, its global distribution, and mythical infrastructure which appeals to both Indian
and non-Indian. There seems to be no evidence for an archaic object called dream catcher
and Powers traces the origin of its shape in the older game found among Plains Indians
called “hoop and javelin.”
Franco Meli compares recent white environmentalist discussion on land preservation with the discourse on land ethic in works by Lame Deer, Vine Deloria, Jr., N. Scott
Momaday and Edward Poitras.
Helga Lomosits’s paper presents the results of the Lakota Project. This is a team
research on modern Lakota perceptions of visual records, such as photographs, on their
historical context, and the related issue of native people rights.
Finally, conceptualizing “Indian Hobbyism” as a knowledge-intensive leisure activity
in Western culture, expressed in and through play and display, Petra T. Kalshoven explores
whether and how “Indianist” play communities in Europe have generated unique bodies
of knowledge by combining expertise from literary study, museum visits, and interaction
with Native people with dedicated experimentation on the Indianist playground.
5
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We wish to thank Dr. Rinaldo Bertolino, President of the University of Torino, for
sponsoring the Congress, Dr. Thomas Skipper and Ms. Simonetta Romagnolo of Milan
U.S. Consulate for bringing Linda Hogan to Torino, the Canadian Embassy, the “Luigi
Einaudi” Foundation for their hospitality, and the CRT Foundation for funding the
publication of the Proceedings.
Torino, September 2004
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